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November 15 Meet Moved to Bear Canyon
Yes, we have been denied a permit at Ft. Huachuaca because it's "Big Game* season
down there. Sometimes it's hard enough just to find controls and finish the course in a timely
fashion. Add to that being shot, and \ for one would rather be elsewhere.
The meet will be held at the Sabino Canyon Site (Bear Canyon to those who know the
neighborhood.) Mark Parsons will be setting the courses. Call Ann at 293-0262 if you'd like
to help at this meet The meet schedule is given below.
Sunday, NovMRter 15, 1092
9:00 AM
Registration opens
9:00 AM
Beginner Clinic. Clinics will be repeated during the morning upon request, so
ask if you'd like a brief introduction to navigating with map and compass.
9:30 AM
Courses open
Noon
Last time to start a course
2:00 PM
Courses close: Everyone, finished or not, must check in at the
Start/Finish/f Iming table; anyone not checked in will be considered LOST.
2:00 PM
Control retrieval begins; volunteers will be joyously welcomed. Get some
extra practice. Just hang around the Start/Finish table looking eager.
Cost: $4,/indi vidua): $6./team; $1. less for TOC/SAHC members. Compasses rent for $1;
Safety whistles may be purchased for $1.
Direction*: DO NOT go to the Sabino Canyon visitor center parking lot. From Tanque Verde
Rd. go north on Bear Canyon Road until the pavement ends. Turn left on a dirt road. After
about one block turn righ and park. NO OVERNIGHT CAMPING, NO PETS, and NO GLASS
BOTTLES allowed at this site.

Tucson Orienteering Club Calendar
November 9
November 15
December 20
January 17
February 21
March 20-21

*
*
*

February 27 (tent.)

Business Meeting
TOC Meet
TOC Meet
TOC Meet
TOC Meet
TOC Meet
Night-0
The Arizona Rogaine

931 N. Norris
Fort Huachuca
Bajada Loop
Cat Mountain
Redington Pass
Whetstones
Cottonwood Wash
Tortilitas

see aracfe eisewnere in newsletter

What §e Orienteering? in orienteering you use a map and compass to find your way across
unfamiliar terrain. In a typical meet the organizer places orange and white control markers
at various land features found on your map. These markers act as checkpoints along the
course. The object of the sport is to use the map and compass to locate the control markers
and return to finish. Using your imagination and navigational skills, you try to select the best
route to each control. Beware: the best route may not be the direct route. Once there, you
punch a score card which verifies that you found the controi. There are many versions of
orienteering (on foot, bicycle, or skis; at night; in relays) but the idea is essentially the same;
the use of a map and compass to find your way across unfamiliar terrain.
Wh&f la Tucson Orienteering Club? TOC is a non-profit organization chartered by the United
States Orienteering Federation (USOF) and the Internationa! Orienteering Federation (IOF).
The club holds a dozen or so meets a year, including a ROGAINE, an 8-hour event held each
Spring. Membership is open to everyone and includes a subscription to the newsletter and
discounted entry fees at meets.
What Equipment do I twed? The only requirement is a compass. The best kind is a
protractor-type with a clear plastic base so that you can see through it to the map underneath.
(You can rent on© from the club for $1. per meet until you buy your own.) The club will supply
a map of the area. There is an entry fee. Running shoes or lightweight hiking boots are
recommended (depending on the terrain) and old clothes (long pants or gaiters and longsleeved shirts are recommended.) Wear a watch, since there is always a time deadline. Also,
you may want to carry a water bottle. Water is always available on the course, but it nm&c
hurts to have some of your own on a hot day.

Cataflna State Park Results - by Keith McLeod
A warm fall day greeted 125 1/2 Orienteers at Cataflna State Park - a showcase for an
Orienteering Meet. Course-setter Roy Pmk&f punished Advanced competitors, and designed
iess challenging Intermediate and Basle courses.
Jim Wood earned a blue ribbon for assisting Roy, monitoring the Start/Finish table, and
picking up controls. Burdened with the major responsibility of the meet he responded by
saying, "This has been fun. I ratify mpy^d myself,* ft is a great message to those who
participate but are shy to get Involved. Try It! A lot of help is available to those first-timers.
Making a map or designing cowwm strangihens Orienteering skills. Some insist it is a
requirement to be a successful Advanced competitor. I would argue that drawing a new map
of the area contributed to Roger's fin® run and first place finish. (See Roger's article on p. 6-7
about his approach to the course.)
A deep bow to Peg Davis who promoted the meet set up the Start/Registration area, and
provided instructions to a large gathering of Scout and first-time family members. Laurie
Fallows and Wllkey Richardson were mm «t the registration table monitoring, pitching in and
heading off potential problems,
AnnHaber and wonder dog Lasiie/Rek/FH!tookcharge of registration and provided order.
and Insisted nearby Sunday hikers try out sport. Competitors are warned that next month
she'll be competing again, so sharpen your skills...
Finally, when ^hQ me@l was over, If was helpful to have Pat Perm record results, clean up
the me^. site and pick up controls. Scot Hill and Patrick Ward also remained to locate far out
controls and return them to the start area.
Thanks to trie others who pitched In with a helping hand.
Successful meets are a result of many contributing, not just one or two. They are similar
to the lives we lead. Winning or success!» built on the shoulders of friends and those wanting
to contribute. Thanks for making It a apaoiai day.
Reeulte: Bmfe Courae:
1T 3 Blind Mice
21 M & f y r s
3T Nickel a. Dime

4©:3Q
62:30
70:16

RecieatlonaJ Entries: BaaJe; Karen Wlihefmson, Rick Emrich, Moose Lips, Dwarves of
Mineholt North, Cats, R&R, Big Foot Joe & LuLu Pierce, The Sunnier, MC's, Fireballs, Sears
& Wolves, Dolphin-O's. Irtiermedlaie: Karen Wlthelmson, Joe Waskiewicz, Lost Lavinnes, AJ,
Thunderbolts, The Murrs, Dwarfs of Minehoit North, M&M's, No Clue. Advanced: Peg Davis,
George Hart, Scott Hill, Cameron Crafgie, Aim Harrison, Short Cut.

mam results on p. 4

Catallna Stats Park Results - continued from p.. 3
Intermediate Course:
1M
1T
2T
1W
2M
2W
3T

Kelly Cock
Catalina Javelinas
The Waitons
Robin Staples
Jim Stamm
Sue Roberts
Lost Without Tears
4T
SKyeDfrds
3M Bud Farmer
5T
Ram Team
6T
Wandering Minstrels
3W Laurie Fellows
4M Alex Harrison
71
Team Brendo
8T
CW
9T
H&G
1CT The Cranes
11T Farkie Family

Advanced Course:
57:30
65:25
71:25
73:15
73:25
74:50
76:30
ai:57
63:20
84:40
90:06
93:50
95:00
100:34
105:21
124:48
136:50
160:50

1M
2M
3M
1T
4M
1W
5M

Roger Sperllne
John Little
Mark Parsons
Barely Made It
Patrick Ward
Pat Penn
Dante Archangel!

85:50
92:05
97:35
139:50
144:00
144:25
150:30

Meeting/Potluck on Monday, November 9
Th« next business meeting will be held on Monday, October 9 at Pat Penn's. 931 N.
Morris. The meeting wili begin at 7:OX). Potluck at 6:30. We will need to finalize a slate of
officers for next year. (There seems to be no danger of needing elections as w© don't have
two people wanting any poss'fion.) If you think you're interested in holding an office foM993,
please it/ to attend .this meeting and see what goes on.
New® from Q44&L Five-Day Meet In Colorado July 10-14, 1993 (tentative).
There are plans to hold a five-day meet near Colorado Springs next summer, Th@ sites
will be Lake George (the site of the A~meet and Long-0 this year) and a new map of Florissant
Fossil Beds National Monument in the same area. Plans are to have 3 days of A-metSt, a
reiay event, and a sprint event. The last event will have a chase start based upon Hm©s from
the previous four days. Look for more information in the January O/NA.

Election of Officers for 1993
Well, one month after calls for volunteers, we have almost an empty slate of officers
for 1992. Does that mean it's arm-twisting time again? Pfsase look over the list again and see
If there's any position that appeals to you. Do you have a vision of where the club should be
going? How we can Improve our meets or maps? Other events we should be holding. Training
sessions? Volunteer to take over some part of our activities. We, as you can tell, can use t i e
help. Call Pat Pmn to volunteer for a position. Call, before she calls you!
The only qualification for the positions is that you must be a TOC member to hold
office (to join, see the form on the last page of the newsletter). Only the Map Chair position
requires any orienteering experience. Enthusiasm is the most important qualification for any
other office.
To date, Roger Sperline has agreed to remain Map Chairman and Peg Davis to retain the
Publicity Chair position.
President: Directs and coordinates the affairs of the Tucson Orienteering Club. Presides at
board meetings and at general meetings.
Vice President: Obtains permits for meets. Finds meet director and cours© setter.
Secretary/Treasurer Picks up mail from P.O. Box and distributes it on a timely basis. Answers
inquiries about membership, Informs membership chair of new members and address
changes. Records minutes of meetings. Maintains financial records of the club.
Membership Chairperson: Maintains a membership database. Provides mailing labels for the
newsletter. Must have access to appropriate software/computer.
Newsletter Editor: Prepares, prints, and mails newsletter. No special computer requirements,.
but logos and graphics are currentJy in Word Perfect 5.1/SBM Compatible PC.
Publicity and Education Chairperson: Prepares press releases and distributes information to
appropriate madia sources. Coordinates educational services.
Equipment Chairperson: Maintains club equipment and supplies. Gives equipment and
supplies to meet director. Stores, maintains, and replenishes equipment and supplies
when n&eded. Need shed, closet, or garage space.
Map Chairperson: Maintains map library available for course setters use. Identifies new areas
for map development, coordinates mapping activities for new and existing areas,

January Course Setter Needed
We need a course setter and meet director for the January meet at Cat Mountain, Of
course, a volunteer course-setter could be free to choose another site for the meet.

Navigation Tricks, Catalina Advanced Course by Roger Sperline
At the Catalina State Park Meet in October, several people complained about not being
able to negotiate the Advanced course, particulariy near Controls 4 and 5. Perhaps some of
the following tucks may be of use to you, next time out
In Southern Arizona we have the advantage of long sight lines (no trees). The hills,
saguaros, etc., you can see In the direction of the n^xt control are ideai route markers. For
some of the legs of the Catalina courses, you didn't need to check your compass very often;
just sight the correct point and pace count till you reach it. You nmd to use all the clues
available from what you can see and from the map. Don't focus in on tine tiny map area
directly under your feet - you'll miss more useful distant, visible features. You should know
your pace count under various conditions by the time you're attempting Advanced Courses.
If you don't, use 150 steps ~ 100 meters for an estimate.
Let's look at a few of the legs on the Advanced Course (see map).
Control 1 - 2. Although the map shows several small reentrants and ridges near # 2 (a
clue that a precision compass bearing could be usefu!) you could see the correct one from
# 1 . Take a bearing and go. Pace count and check that you can see that same ridge every
tim© you go over a rise. I bit # 2 right on, but it was marked £ 0 rather than CD. Enter niggling
doubt. S don't miss this kind of feature very often, and ED was on my card as a later control maybe they had been switched when they were hung, Punch it and RUN! - Complain Later!
Control 3, Beyond # 3 on the map was a gap in the very large northern ridge. Go toward
th@ gap while counting paces (you can see it the whole way). Find the small ridge within sight
cf th£ wash. See the control. Check the map for direction of the n&sX control and tha ID letters
of this one ; but don't stop. Punch. Make it your habit to punchfir_sjyou can easily forget to
punch after getting a drink. Get away from the control, your competitors may be watching.
Control 4. # 3 to #4 was too long a leg for accurate compass work. Pace counting 300
meters keeps your mind off politics and global warming. The steepest part of the big ridge
on tb@ right ls"a handrail of sorts. Sight (compass) a saguaro on the farthest ridge you can
see (which you know is not toj2 far, bacause you learned what 300-400 meters looks while
doing # 1 to #2 and # 2 to #3). From that point, another bearing points at the smaflridge
another 400 M away, just beyond ths proper reentrant. When I got to the tight" place, ther®
was no control. The big hill on the right must be part of the big ridge. Besides, other
competitors were up there, grazing. These things, and the i&s& that! tend to go uphill whan
contouring, suggested that the control was downhill. Correct! Amble into the trees ao your
competitors can't see you switch from grazing to running.
Control 5. From the next rise, you can sight (compass) the only ridge big enough and at
the correct visually estimated distance to be an attack point for #5, Bear off to the uphill sld#
(you will be going downhili anyway) and GO. Just get to that ridge. The reentrant immediately
beyond the "attack point" ridge is supposed to be very narrow, and it is, so turn left. See.
Spot See Spot run. See Spot punch. Run, Run, Run.

ten Tricks - eonllrgMd from p. 6
Control 6, SlmiW *s #S, but if you go too far, yourridgecompletely poops out. according
to the map. This lot i.10 bsyend the control, In the direction of travel, works both on the map
and on the ground. Look s£ th@ larger features of the leg first then for finer details.
Contro! 7.tf@r<&,I sfm&fcf probably have taken both my own advice and the trails around
the hill. In the direction of #?, I cm see a large enough reentrant to lead me over the top into
the reentrant where the control Is. Navigation is a snap, but the ground is rough. Oxygen debt
wins again. John Maier hi®fokJus how to estimate whether a ionger trail is worth the extra
distance, but I'm too far @©r*# to calculate anything. Study the old Newsletters again!
Control 8. Us® tfts sam# approach as #4 to #5.
Control 9. Stay m th® washes md pace count to where the wash seems to go around a
omaff. et©e>p hi?! 16 m©t#ra taH, Cllmfe it. Punch it Whip it good.

Control 10. Usefirmsam® approach as #4 to #5. Succeed in conserving altitude by going
to th© left along the rldg@; then making a long curve to the right, keeping the attack point on
the nct-too-distant ridge In sight as Jong as possible. Don't worry about sighting oft. because
the map shows the reentrant stopping near the ccntio!. Try to convince your sorry carcass
it is running, but hear It say *y° y # * walking". Fail in conserving attitude.
Last Control. Go in m# general direction of the trail. Take it past the junction, to the "S*
bend. Go east SO rmlm-u. Punch. Head in the general direction of \h& parking lot trait, Sprint
for noma. (Ssversi rnil» of Sprint's fiber-optic cables are now wrapped around my legs.}"

What to Do When You Get to the Meet
There has been some confusion about the START procedure at our meets. This is
especially noticeable when the beginners clinic lets out and the START/FINISH table is
mobbed by people eager to start. Our start procedures and reasons for doing things this way
are given below, In order to cut down on some of the confusion, the start procedure should
be the last Item covered in the Beginner's Clinic.
The first step is to register at the Registration table, pay your entry fee, sign the waiver,
get your control card and map, and ask any questions you ne&d answered.
After registering, join the line at the START/FINISH Table. DO NOT go to f i e copying area
to oopy your maps now, even if you're a "Recreational* orienteer and' don't care what your

time is. Entrants running competitively need to have a map available at their start time. We
purposely have a limited number of maps available for copying in order to "meter* participants
out onto the courses. It's no fun, even for recreational entries, to find yourself In a large pack
of folks following each other around the course, By controlling the copying, we ensure every
entrant a 3 - 5 minute window when starting the course.
Last month, at the request of the starter, I asked a person to stop copying a map and join
the line. He was offended, asked for his money back and left. I'm sorry this happened, but
Its important that the start run smoothly. I hope he'll return and give us another try.

TOC OFFICERS
President
Vice-President:
Secretary/Treasurer;
Membership Secretary:
Equipment Chairpeople:
Map Chairman:
Publicity Chairman:
Newsletter Editor:

Pat Penn
Scctt Hill
Wiikey Richardson
Steve Personett
Marilyn Cieavinger
Mary English
Roger Sperline
Peg Davis
Sue Roberts

326-2339
296-1178
529-1105
887-1633
795-2081
881-4786
577-8519
628-8985
577-8519

Newsletter Stuff. Submit articles to the editor, call Sue at 577-8519. Articles received after
November 24 may notappear in the December newsletter. Contributors to this issue are: Keith
McLeod, Ann Haber, Mary English, and Roger Sperline.

Aerobic Training - by Ann Naber
Orienteering t
been called "the thinking person's sport" because in osder to be
successful one neeus to be able to make efficient route choices, understand the use of the
compass and be able to read a map well. Without these skills, which require higher brain
function, even the most athletic participant doesn't have much hope of finishing th& course
in a timely fashion. At the same time, a highly skiied map reader and compass user who is
in poor physical condition is at a disadvantage as well.
I believe maximum enjoyment of the sport comes when you have a balance of skill and
physical conditioning. Til let John Maier talk about the skill, and I'!! talk about the conditioning.
It's no secret that physical conditioning imparts several health-related benefits. These
Benefits include decreased resting oiood pressure and heart rate, decreased serum
cholesterol, Increased HDL's, decreased body fat improved blood sugar metabifism,
increased bond density, increased feelings of well beling and decreased stress levels. Just
how much and what kind of exercise do we have to do to achieve these benefits?
There are four components to consider when setting up a training program aimed at
achieving aerobic or cardiorespiratory fitness: mode, intensity, duration, and frequency. For
aerobic conditioning, the mode should include rhythmic and continuous movements of large
msucle groups. Examples include walking, jogging, swimming, cycling, rowing, cross-country
skiing, and aerobic d&me.
Intensity Is how hard you are working. The most precise way to determine this is to have
a maxirn&i treadmill test. Most of us haven't had one of the&e, so we have other gauges of
intensity. For most young, healthy people, the "age predicted" method of determining a target
heart rate can be used. Mmaximai heart rate is determined by subtracting your age from 220.
So a 40 year old person's max heart rate is 220 - 40 - 180. A target heart rate range is
determined by taking percentages of the maxima! heart rate, usually 65 - 80%. This 40 year
old's target heart rat© range would be 117-144 beats per minute. This generic method only
works for a healthy population (no diseases such as diabetes, hea^ disease, etc.)
Duration is the length of the exercise session. For aerobic fitness, the recommended
duration is 30-60 minutes. Frequency is how often you exercise per week. The American
College of Sports Medicine recommends a minimum of 3 days, up to 5 or 6 days per week.
Each exercise bout should be preceded by a warmup period of low intensity exercise and
followed by a cooldown period of low intensity activity.
Following these guidelines should yield improved cardiorespiratory fitness within 2-3
weeks. Unfortunately, if you don't use it, you lose it, and fitness benefits disappear with
cessation of training. Each of the four components includes a range of parameters. Yu can
get by on as littie as 30 minutes of exercies 3 days each week. Most of us can fit this into our
busy lifestyles. And what a difference it can make in our enjoyment of orienteering.
Ann Habor la an ®x®rc!@© physiologist at th« H@mt Institute of Tucson.

Absolutely Ail-Amateur Quasi-O
by Mary English and Carol Matty
"Do you suppose you two could set up a mini-orienteering course for our big annual
barbecue Oct. 3? Just to give people an Idea of what it's like?"
We both gulped. "Well, urn. maybe." It sounded intriguing, but we scarcely knew how
even to begin. (And just two weeks to figure it out.)
After consulting Sue Roberts and Roger Sperfine, we decided to give it a try. With a bit
of running around, we obtained a blueprint made from an aerial photo (Scale 1:4800) that
included the site, a ranch northwest of Tucson. (But now, only one week till barbecue day.)
On Saturday afternoon we went out and rambled around the place, where we found
ourselves relying on the little photocopied excerpts we'd made from the big aerial blueprint,
and hardly referring at all to our topographical map. The terrain in extremely flat with many
meandering sandy washes; several distinct rocky, wooded washes; lots of palo verde and
trotwood trees, and big old saguaros; a slew of more or less detectable jeep trails, and a
rough but clear dirt utility road running true nortit-south through the area we wanted to use.
During that day our respect for map-makers grew by leaps (over prickly pear cactus) and
bounds (away from cholla). How, among other, more important things, do they juggle pens,
pencils, various maps, clipboard, notepad, compass, sunglasses, reading g!asses and other
stuff, while remaining reasonable good-tempered?
Beck home again, we sketched, on one photocopy from the aerial view, a tentative course
of eight controls aver just less than one kilometer, in a counter-clockwise loop. Next we began
tracing prominent land features for a real map. That's when our esteem for map-makers
skyrocketed. This was bound to take hours of precise work, and surely would require more
than one additional exploration of the site. (But-only six short days left now.
At the same time, we had to devise an exercise easy enough to be fun for absolute
beginners, who couldn't be counted on to be outdoor enthusiasts, and such that they could
do It without much map and compass instruction.
The solution was inspired by that nice north-south utility road, which was fairly screaming
out: "I'm a compass!" We would simply photocopy a section of the aerial blueprint so as to
put the utility road running straight up and down on the sheet. Thus we could forget about
magnetic north lines, as well as about scrounging up enough compasses for everyone, and
also about explaining all that. We'd already decided that contour lines would be of minimal
help on such fiat terrain. So rather than attempting to abstract a map that might not turn out
to be very accurate or clear, we would just give out copies of the easy-to-follow aerial view.
We reversed the course to run clockwise, so everyone could get weil oriented in using
it to find the first few controls. We marked the controls right on the aerial view, with
descriptions in a margin. We assigned point values to the controls, more to indicate difficulty
than to stimulate competition. Finally, we named the game "Photo-Tracking" to distinguish it
from following a course on a map. (And now, six days still left - absolutely oodles of time.)

Quast-O • continued from p. 10
Tuesday afternoon we went back out to fine tune the control spots and descriptions - a
snapl (Four days left - time to spare.)
The Saturday morning of the barbecue we hung mock control flags, each supplied with
tiny stickers (horse, chicken, smiley face) to be collected as proof of finding it.
To our delight, 38 people tried the little course. Everybody found a!! the controls, in times
varying from Dave Tuify's 20 minutes to 102 minutes. No one got lost, and all had fun. It was
great fun for us, too, and we gained a very lively appreciation of the skill and effort required
to prepare a standard O meet.
A badge like the one below was awarded to everyone who went out on the PhotoTracking course.

Nina Tips to Improve Orienteering Skills - by Kerth McLeod
in last month's issue, 1 shared a competitive analysis form developed by Ron and Denise
Lowry to review past meet performance. This month I want to focus on strategies and skills
needed to be more efficient and win events. The source for the following is from Orienteering
SBiiiSLflfla Strategies by Lowry and Sidney.
1. Successful orienteering requires the use of skills and strategies that maximize your
abilities to find the controls and minimize your errors.
2. To select a route, first select an attack point, a distinct feature near the control from which
you can find the control easily. Second, select a safe route to the attack point.
3. Giood attack points are distinct, easy to find features, close to the control (within 200 to
300 meters), and afford the best possible view of the terrain.
4. Aiming off is a strategy used to simplify a route choice by purposely selecting a route to
one side of your goal so that you are sure of the direction to turn.
5. Attacking the control from above gives you the best view of both the control and the best
approach to it
6. Climbing In the beginning of a leg lessens the probability of error cause by poor field of
vision and fatigue that comes with climbing at the &nd of the leg.
7. Contouring around large hills and deep valleys saves time and energy.
8. Plan where you want to go, what you should see in the terrain and what strategies you
will use to find the contol.
9. Foilowyour plan, uniess it becomes inappropriate because of the map or terrain, at which
time you should select a new plan.
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